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Q. 1  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Larva
[B] Pupa
[C] Caterpillar
[D] Nymph

Answer  Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Nymph are stages in the life cycle of a butterfly, while nymph is a young cockroach.

Q. 2  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Potassium
[B] Silicon
[C] Zirconium
[D] Gallium
[E] Germanium

Answer  Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Potassium are metals used in semiconductor devices.

Q. 3  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Baboon
[B] Gibbon
[C] Chimpanzee
[D] Gorilla
[E] Jaguar

Answer  Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Jaguar are different species of monkeys or apes, while jaguar belongs to cat family.

Q. 4  Choose the odd one out.
[A] AKEW
[B] PNTO
[C] LCIJF
[D] HJMX
[E] IRVD

Answer  Option [D]

**Explanation:**
This is the only group containing no vowel.
Q. 5  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Honest : Cheat  
[B] Good : Nice  
[C] Extravagant : Thrifty  
[D] Seldom : Often  

Answer: Option [B]  
Explanation:  
In all other pairs, the given words are antonyms of each other.

Q. 6  Choose the odd one out.

[A] AOT  
[B] CPA  
[C] REB  
[D] TIW  
[E] QUD  

Answer: Option [B]  
Explanation:  
In all other groups, the middle letter is a vowel.

Q. 7  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Happy  
[B] Delighted  
[C] Annoyed  
[D] Elated  

Answer: Option [C]  
Explanation:  
All others denote state of happiness.

Q. 8  Choose the odd one out.

[A] PUT  
[B] END  
[C] OWL  
[D] ARM  

Answer: Option [A]  
Explanation:  
All other groups contain a vowel as the first letter.

Q. 9  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Autocracy
[B] Bureaucracy
[C] Democracy
[D] Diplomacy
[E] Theocracy

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Diplomacy are forms of administration.

Q. 10 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Seal
[B] Scorpion
[C] Fish
[D] Lion

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Seal are creatures related to signs of zodiac.

Q. 11 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] House
[B] Cottage
[C] School
[D] Palace
[E] Hut

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except School are dwelling places.

Q. 12 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Mulder : Proteins
[B] Curie : Radium
[C] Becquerel : Radioactivity
[D] Einstein : Television

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, first is the name of the scientist who discovered the second.

Q. 13 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
Q. 14 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mussoorie
[B] Pahalgam
[C] Jaipur
[D] Darjeeling
[E] Manali

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Jaipur are hill stations.

Q. 15 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Censure
[B] Admonish
[C] Rebuke
[D] Retrieve

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All others are synonyms.

Q. 16 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Goitre
[B] Typhoid
[C] Rickets
[D] Anaemia
[E] Scurvy

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except typhoid are deficiency diseases.

Q. 17 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
Q. 18 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Lapies
[B] Stalactites
[C] Cliffs
[D] Sinkholes

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Cliffs are structures formed by underground water, while cliffs are formed by sea.

Q. 19 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Whale : Mammal
[B] Salamander : Insect
[C] Snake : Reptile
[D] Frog : Amphibian

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is the class of animals to which the first belongs.

Q. 20 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Equity
[B] Fairness
[C] Partiality
[D] Justice

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All others are synonyms.

Q. 21 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
Q. 22 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Vikramaditya
[B] Chandragupta
[C] Harshavardhana
[D] Chanakya
[E] Samudragupta

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Chanakya were ancient kings.

Q. 23 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sambhar
[B] Dal
[C] Baikal
[D] Siachen
[E] Chilka

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Siachen are lakes, while Siachen is a glacier.

Q. 24 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mendicant
[B] Ascetic
[C] Pious
[D] Hermit

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: All others are synonyms.
Q. 25 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Commander
[B] Commodore
[C] Brigadier
[D] Admiral

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Brigadier are ranks in navy, while Brigadier is a rank in army.

Q. 26 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mercury
[B] Mars
[C] Earth
[D] Jupiter
[E] Neptune

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
Mercury is the only planet in the group which does not have any moon.

Q. 27 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Spade
[B] Knife
[C] Axe
[D] Hammer
[E] Blacksmith

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Blacksmith are tools.

Q. 28 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Correction
[B] Improvement
[C] Betterment
[D] Elevation

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All others are synonyms.
Q. 29  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Canoe
[B] Igloo
[C] Yacht
[D] Dinghy
[E] Raft

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation: All except Igloo are types of boats, while igloo is a kind of house found in polar regions.

---

Q. 30  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Herb
[B] Flower
[C] Tree
[D] Shrub

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation: All except Flower are types of plants.

---

Q. 31  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Physics
[B] Chemistry
[C] Geography
[D] Botany
[E] Zoology

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: All except Geography are branches of Science.

---

Q. 32  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Titan
[B] Mercury
[C] Earth
[D] Jupiter

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation: All except Titan are planets of the solar system.
Q. 33  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Day
[B] Fortnight
[C] Calendar
[D] Month

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All others are parts of a calendar.

Q. 34  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Archaeology
[B] Ecology
[C] Epigraph
[D] Palaeontology

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Ecology provide evidences of history.

Q. 35  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Ladder
[B] Staircase
[C] Bridge
[D] Escalator

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Bridge are used for up and down movement.

Q. 36  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Apple
[B] Banana
[C] Mango
[D] Pear
[E] Papaya

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Banana have seeds.

Q. 37  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Zail Singh
[B] VV Giri
[C] Zakir Hussain
[D] Rajiv Gandhi
[E] Dr. Rajendra Prasad

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Rajiv Gandhi are the ex-Presidents of India.

Q. 38
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Record
[B] Shorthand
[C] Morse
[D] Codes
[E] Semaphore

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Record are the brief notations in a language, while record is a detailed account.

Q. 39
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] December
[B] February
[C] March
[D] July
[E] May

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All except February are months with 31 days, while February has 28 or 29 days.

Q. 40
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Nephrology
[B] Entomology
[C] Astrology
[D] Mycology
[E] Pathology

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Astrology are branches of biology.
Q. 41  Choose the odd one out.

[A] GJOV  
[B] BFJQ  
[C] ILOX  
[D] RUZG  

Answer  Option [B]  

Explanation:  
In all other groups, the second, third and fourth letters are respectively three, five and seven steps ahead of the first, second and third letters respectively.

Q. 42  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Virgo  
[B] Pisces  
[C] Sagittarius  
[D] Cancer  
[E] Orion  

Answer  Option [E]  

Explanation:  
All except Orion are zodiac signs, while Orion is a constellation.

Q. 43  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Blue  
[B] Green  
[C] White  
[D] Yellow  

Answer  Option [C]  

Explanation:  
All except White are colours of the rainbow.

Q. 44  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Discus  
[B] Spear  
[C] Javelin  
[D] Hockey  

Answer  Option [B]  

Explanation:  
All except Spear are items of sport, while spear is a weapon.
Q. 45  
[A] Santhals  
[B] Khonds  
[C] Bhotias  
[D] Dogri  
[E] Abors  

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Dogri are tribal groups, while Dogri is a language.

Q. 46  
Choose the word which is different from the rest.  

[A] Guava  
[B] Litchi  
[C] Papaya  
[D] Watermelon  
[E] Jackfruit  

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Watermelon grow on trees, while watermelon grows on creepers.

Q. 47  
Choose the odd one out.  

[A] GARE  
[B] WEAR  
[C] TEAR  
[D] DEAR  
[E] NEAR  

Answer  Option [A]  
Explanation:  
All other groups form meaningful words.

Q. 48  
Choose the word which is different from the rest.  

[A] Birch  
[B] Spruce  
[C] Cedar  
[D] Maple  
[E] Ebony  

Answer  Option [E]  
Explanation:  
All except Ebony are coniferous trees, while ebony is an evergreen tree.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. 49</th>
<th>Choose the word which is different from the rest.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Answer</strong></td>
<td>Option [D]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. 50</th>
<th>Choose the word which is different from the rest.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Answer</strong></td>
<td>Option [B]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. 51</th>
<th>Choose the odd one out.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Answer</strong></td>
<td>Option [B]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. 52</th>
<th>Choose the word which is different from the rest.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Answer</strong></td>
<td>Option [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q. 53
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Hydrogen
[B] Oxygen
[C] Iodine
[D] Nitrogen
[E] Chlorine

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Iodine are gases, while iodine is a liquid.

Q. 54
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cool
[B] Warm
[C] Sultry
[D] Hot
[E] Humid

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Cool denote uncomfortable weather conditions.

Q. 55
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Troop
[B] Group
[C] Mob
[D] Class

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Mob represent well-organised groups.

Q. 56
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Oyster
[B] Clam
[C] Scallop
[D] Mussel

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Scallop live in shells.
Q. 57  Choose the odd one out.

[A] BD  
[B] HK  
[C] MP  
[D] NQ  
[E] TW

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation: 
In all other groups, the second letter is 3 steps ahead of the first.

Q. 58  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Metre  
[B] Furlong  
[C] Yard  
[D] Mile  
[E] Acre

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation: 
All except Acre are units of measuring distance, while acre is a unit of area.

Q. 59  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Rhinoceros  
[B] Lion  
[C] Deer  
[D] Ass  
[E] Cow

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation: 
Ass is the only beast of burden in the group.

Q. 60  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Panaji  
[B] Bhopal  
[C] Pune  
[D] Shillong

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: 
All except Pune are capitals of states of India.
Q. 61  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Engineer
[B] Architect
[C] Mechanic
[D] Mason
[E] Blacksmith

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Mechanic help in building a house.

Q. 62  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Goblin
[B] Goblet
[C] Imp
[D] Gnome
[E] Djinn

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Goblet are supernatural creatures.

Q. 63  Choose the odd one out.

[A] APBQ
[B] CRDT
[C] EUFV
[D] GWHX
[E] LNMO.

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other groups, first and third letters as well as second and fourth letters are consecutive.

Q. 64  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Write
[B] Read
[C] Knowledge
[D] Learn
[E] Study

Answer Option [C]
Explanation:
All others are resorted to by one to acquire knowledge.

Q. 65
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Volume
[B] Size
[C] Large
[D] Shape
[E] Weight

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Large are general physical properties of matter.

Q. 66
Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
[A] Hard : Soft
[B] Long: High
[C] Sweet : Sour
[D] Pointed : Blunt

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
The words in all other pairs are antonyms of each other.

Q. 67
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Inch
[B] Foot
[C] Yard
[D] Quart
[E] Metre

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Quart are units of measuring distances.

Q. 68
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Table
[B] Cupboard
[C] Chair
[D] Sofa
[E] Paper weight
Q. 69 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

- [A] Capsicum
- [B] Pineapple
- [C] Cherry
- [D] Strawberry
- [E] Plum

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Capsicum are fruits.

Q. 70 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

- [A] Shehnai
- [B] Bagpipe
- [C] Flute
- [D] Sitar
- [E] Harmonica

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Sitar are wind instruments, while sitar is a string instrument.

Q. 71 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

- [A] Barauni
- [B] Trombay
- [C] Neyveli
- [D] Mettur

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Mettur are famous for thermal power stations.

Q. 72 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

- [A] Stereo
- [B] Transistor
- [C] Television
- [D] Radio
- [E] Loudspeaker
Q. 73  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Raft  
[B] Chariot  
[C] Sledge  
[D] Cart

Answer Option [A]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Raft are drawn by animals.

Q. 74  Choose the odd one out.

[A] JIHG  
[B] OPNM  
[C] SRQP  
[D] ZYXW

Answer Option [B]  
**Explanation:**  
All other groups contain four consecutive letters in reverse alphabetical order.

Q. 75  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tempest  
[B] Hurricane  
[C] Cyclone  
[D] Monsoon

Answer Option [D]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Monsoon are violent winds.

Q. 76  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Piano  
[B] Typewriter  
[C] Computer  
[D] Calculator

Answer Option [A]  
**Explanation:**
Piano is the only musical instrument in the group.

Q. 77

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cot
[B] Sheet
[C] Quilt
[D] Pillow
[E] Blanket

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Cot are parts of bed-spread.

Q. 78

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Calf
[B] Cub
[C] Piglet
[D] Duckling
[E] Hireling

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Hireling are young ones of animals.

Q. 79

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Pathology
[B] Histology
[C] Haematology
[D] Archaeology

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Archaeology are branches of Biology.

Q. 80

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Whale
[B] Barracuda
[C] Shark
[D] Herring

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Whale are sea-fishes, while whale is a mammal.

Q. 81 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Broker
[B] Salesman
[C] Customer
[D] Hawker

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All others earn from the customer.

Q. 82 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mongolia
[B] China
[C] Burma
[D] Afghanistan
[E] Bangladesh

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
AH except Mongolia are neighbouring countries of India.

Q. 83 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Spiracles
[B] Gills
[C] Lungs
[D] Trachea
[E] Stomata

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Stomata are respiratory organs in animals.

Q. 84 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Infant
[B] Cub
[C] Doe
[D] Kitten

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Doe are young ones of animals, while doe is a female stag.

Q. 85
**Choose the odd one out.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[A]</td>
<td>AGZX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[B]</td>
<td>BDYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>EGVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[D]</td>
<td>GITR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[E]</td>
<td>CEUS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answer: Option [E]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, first and second as well as fourth and third letters are alternate. Also, the first and third letters occupy the same positions from the beginning and end of the alphabet respectively.

Q. 86
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[A]</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[B]</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[D]</td>
<td>Greenland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[E]</td>
<td>Tasmania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answer: Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Thailand are islands.

Q. 87
**Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[A]</td>
<td>Metal : Ore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[B]</td>
<td>Ghee : Milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>Gasoline : Petroleum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[D]</td>
<td>Soil : Earth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answer: Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, first is a product extracted from the second.

Q. 88
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[A]</td>
<td>Volga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[B]</td>
<td>Nile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>Amazon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[D]</td>
<td>Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[E]</td>
<td>Niagara</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q. 89 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Jumping
[B] Running
[C] Sprinting
[D] Jogging
[E] Exercising

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All others are different forms of exercising.

Q. 90 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Physics
[B] Chemistry
[C] Biology
[D] Geography

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Geography are branches of science.

Q. 91 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Crow
[B] Pigeon
[C] Parrot
[D] Butterfly
[E] Peacock

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Butterfly are birds, while butterfly is an insect.

Q. 92 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sheep
[B] Gazelle
[C] Ibex
[D] Shrew
[E] Tapir
Q. 93 **Choose the odd one out.**

[A] SVUT  
[B] FGHI  
[C] CFED  
[D] ILKJ

**Answer** Option [B]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Gazelle are animals found in the mountains.

Q. 94 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Crust  
[B] Mantle  
[C] Core  
[D] Volcano

**Answer** Option [D]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Volcano are parts of the earth.

Q. 95 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Curd  
[B] Butter  
[C] Oil  
[D] Cheese  
[E] Cream

**Answer** Option [C]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Oil are products obtained from milk.

Q. 96 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Nun  
[B] Knight  
[C] Monk  
[D] Priest  
[E] Padre
Q. 97  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Assassinate
[B] Kill
[C] Kidnap
[D] Stab
[E] Murder

Answer  Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Kidnap are actions of killing.

Q. 98  Choose the odd one out.

[A] BDGI
[B] JLOQ
[C] ZADF
[D] RTWY

Answer  Option [C]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the first and second as well as the third and fourth letters are alternate, and the third letter is three steps ahead of the second letter.

Q. 99  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Deuce
[B] Pitch
[C] Crease
[D] Stump

Answer  Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Deuce are terms associated with cricket.
**Q. 101** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Colt  
[B] Sty  
(C] Stable  
[D] Kennel

**Answer** Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Colt are names of places where animals stay.

**Q. 102** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Dagger  
[B] Hammer  
[C] Knife  
[D] Sword  
[E] Blade

**Answer** Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Hammer are sharp-edged and have a cutting action.

**Q. 103** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Shale  
[B] Slate  
[C] Marble  
[D] Gneiss  
[E] Quartzite

**Answer** Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Shale are metamorphic rocks, while shale is a sedimentary rock.

**Q. 104** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tulsidas  
[B] Sheridan  
[C] Kalidas  
[D] Shakespeare  
[E] Bernard Shaw

**Answer** Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Sheridan are names of ancient Indian spiritual leaders.
Q. 105 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Neigh
[B] Roar
[C] Hiss
[D] Grunt
[E] Thump

Answer Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Thump are the sounds of animals.

Q. 106 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Pupil
[B] Iris
[C] Cornea
[D] Medulla
[E] Retina

Answer Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Medulla are parts of the eye, while medulla is a part of the brain.

Q. 107 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Travelled
[B] Sailed
[C] Walked
[D] Rode

Answer Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All others are different modes of travel.

Q. 108 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Crane
[B] Flamingo
[C] Cuckoo
[D] Curlew
Q. 109  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Fox  
[B] Yak  
[C] Bear  
[D] Kangaroo  
[E] Sheep

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Kangaroo have thick hair or fur on their skin.

Q. 110  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cow  
[B] Deer  
[C] Donkey  
[D] Rhinoceros  
[E] Goat

Answer  Option [C]  
Explanation:  
All except Donkey have horns.

Q. 111  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sugarcane  
[B] Coffee  
[C] Tobacco  
[D] Rice  

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Rice are cash crops, while rice is a food crop.

Q. 112  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cranium  
[B] Tendron  
[C] Diaphragm
Q. 113 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Antelope
[B] Kangaroo
[C] Hippopotamus
[D] Unicorn
[E] Rhinoceros

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Unicorn are animals, while unicorn is an imaginary creature.

Q. 114 Choose the odd one out.

[A] RNJ
[B] XTP
[C] MIE
[D] ZWR

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: In all other groups, the first and second letters are moved 4 steps backward to obtain second and third letters respectively.

Q. 115 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tortoise
[B] Duck
[C] Snake
[D] Whale
[E] Crow

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Whale lay eggs.

Q. 116 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Looks
[B] Beauty
Question 117: Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Canoe
[B] Dinghy
[C] Yacht
[D] Ship

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation: All except Ship are types of boats.

Question 118: Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Nail
[B] Feather
[C] Trunk
[D] Fir
[E] Tail

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation: All except Fir are parts of birds or animals, while fir is a tree.

Question 119: Choose the odd one out.

[A] XUW
[B] DAC
[C] PMN
[D] HEG
[E] TQS

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: In all other groups, the second letter is moved 2 steps forward to obtain the third letter which then is moved 1 step forward to obtain the first.

Question 120: Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Ball
[B] Specter
Q. 121 Choose the odd one out.

[A] H  
[B] Q  
[C] T  
[D] Z  

Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All others are round objects.

Q. 122 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Reader  
[B] Writer  
[C] Printer  
[D] Publisher  
[E] Reporter  

Answer Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Reader are persons involved in the preparation of a journal, newspaper or magazine.

Q. 123 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Housefly  
[B] Spider  
[C] Mosquito  
[D] Butterfly  
[E] Cockroach  

Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All Except Spider are flying insects.

Q. 124 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Investigation  
[B] Analysis
Q. 125 **Choose the odd one out.**

- [A] A
- [B] O
- [C] U
- [D] Y

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All other letters are vowels.

---

Q. 126 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

- [A] House
- [B] Apartment
- [C] Society
- [D] Building

**Answer** Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Society represent a single dwelling unit.

---

Q. 127 **Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.**

- [A] Deer : Flesh
- [B] Crane : Fish
- [C] Crow : Carrion
- [D] Mongoose : Snake

**Answer** Option [A]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, first is the study of second.

---

Q. 128 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

- [A] Ant
- [B] Bee
- [C] Moth
- [D] Midge
Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Spider are insects having six legs.

Q. 129  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Sahara  
[B] Thar  
[C] Gobi  
[D] Sunderban  
[E] Kalahari

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Sunderban are deserts, while Sunderban is a forest land.

Q. 130  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Platform  
[B] Dock  
[C] Bus-stand  
[D] Park  

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Park are places where different vehicles come to a halt and are temporarily parked.

Q. 131  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Rigveda  
[B] Yajurveda  
[C] Atharvaveda  
[D] Ayurveda  
[E] Samveda

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Ayurveda are names of holy scriptures, the four Vedas. Ayurveda is a branch of medicine.

Q. 132  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Indigo  
[B] Orange  
[C] Yellow
Q. 133 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Beaker
[B] Glass
[C] Mug
[D] Saucer
[E] Cup

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Saucer are used to contain liquids.

Q. 134 Choose the odd one out.
[A] BCYZ
[B] EFVW
[C] HIUV
[D] JKQR
[E] ABZA

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other groups, first and second as well as third and fourth letters are consecutive and the third letter occupies the same position from Z backward as the first occupies from A onward.

Q. 135 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Venus
[B] Saturn
[C] Earth
[D] Mercury
[E] Neptune

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Earth denote Roman or Greek gods and goddesses.

Q. 136 Choose the odd one out.
[A] PRT
**Q. 137** Choose the odd one out.

[A] BDYW  
[B] CEXZ  
[C] DFYW  
[D] EGXV  

Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the first and second letters are alternate; the third and fourth letters are alternate and written in a reverse alphabetical order.

---

**Q. 138** Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Cow : Fodder  
[B] Crow : Carrion  
[C] Poultry : Farm  
[D] Vulture : Prey  

Answer Option [C]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, second is the food over which the first feeds.

---

**Q. 139** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Stick  
[B] Needle  
[C] Thorn  
[D] Pin  
[E] Nail  

Answer Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Stick prick.

---

**Q. 140** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Konark
Q. 141 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Almirah
[B] Rack
[C] Safe
[D] Cupboard

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Rack can be closed.

Q. 142 Choose the odd one out.

[A] BdEg
[B] KmNp
[C] PrSu
[D] TwXz

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the second, third and fourth letters are respectively two, one and two steps ahead of the first, second and third letters respectively.

Q. 143 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Crime : Punishment
[B] Judgement: Advocacy
[C] Enterprise : Success
[D] Exercise : Health

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is the result of the first.

Q. 144 Choose the odd one out.

[A] PQs
[B] AtB
Q. 145  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Attlee
[B] Bevin
[C] Chamberlain
[D] Churchill

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Bevin were the Prime Ministers of UK, while Bevin was the Foreign Secretary of UK.

Q. 146  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mountain
[B] Valley
[C] Glacier
[D] Coast
[E] Ridge

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
This is the only geographical feature that has a movement.

Q. 147  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Island
[B] Coast
[C] Harbour
[D] Oasis
[E] Peninsula

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Oasis are features related to sea, while oasis is related to desert.

Q. 148  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Tellurium
[B] Francium
[C] Strontium
[D] Scandium

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Tellurium are metals, while tellurium is a non-metal.

Q. 149 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mushroom
[B] Yeast
[C] Moul4
[D] Smut

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Smut are forms of fungi.

Q. 150 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Frost
[B] Dew
[C] Fog
[D] Monsoon
[E] Rain

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Monsoon are forms of precipitation.

Q. 151 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Feathers
[B] Tentacles
[C] Scales
[D] Pseudopodia
[E] Flagella

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Feathers are organs for movement in different organisms.

Q. 152 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Jordan
Q. 153  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Telescope
[B] Periscope
[C] Microphone
[D] Bioscope
[E] Kaleidoscope

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: All except Microphone are instruments based on theories and principles of light.

Q. 154  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Book : Page
[B] Table : Drawer
[C] Loom : Cloth
[D] Car : Wheel

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: In all other pairs, second is a part of the first.

Q. 155  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Rabbit
[B] Rat
[C] Mongoose
[D] Squirrel
[E] Cat

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation: All except Cat are rodents.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q. 157</td>
<td>Choose the word which is different from the rest.</td>
<td>Option [B]</td>
<td>All except Kohima are names of states, while Kohima is the capital city of Nagaland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. 158</td>
<td>Choose the word which is different from the rest.</td>
<td>Option [E]</td>
<td>All others can be drawn on paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. 159</td>
<td>Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.</td>
<td>Option [D]</td>
<td>The words in all other pairs are antonyms of each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. 160</td>
<td>Choose the word which is different from the rest.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[B] Beriberi
[C] Scurvy
[D] Rickets
[E] Goitre

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Goitre are diseases caused due to deficiency of vitamins, while goitre is caused due to deficiency of iodine.

Q. 161 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Hypothesis
[B] Assumption
[C] Observation
[D] Experiment

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All others are parts of experiment.

Q. 162 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Turban
[B] Skirt
[C] Sari
[D] Frock

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Turban are lady's garments.

Q. 163 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Screw
[B] Hammer
[C] Needle
[D] Pin
[E] Nail

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Hammer have a pointed end.

Q. 164 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
[A] Beans : Pulses
[B] Rice : Cereals
[C] Tea : Beverages
[D] Legumes : Nodules

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second denotes the class to which the first belongs.

Q. 165 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Petrol : Car
[B] Ink : Pen
[C] Garbage : Dustbin
[D] Lead : Pencil

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, first is required by the second for its functioning.

Q. 166 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cockroach
[B] Roundworm
[C] Amoeba
[D] Frog

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Amoeba are multicellular organisms, while amoeba is unicellular.

Q. 167 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Beaches
[B] Lagoons
[C] Bars
[D] Moraines

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Moraines are structures formed by the sea, while moraines are formed by glaciers.

Q. 168 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Debit
[B] Deposit
[C] Deduction
Q. 169  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Breathing
[B] Swimming
[C] Dancing
[D] Playing

Answer Option [A]

Explanation: All except Breathing are voluntary activities.

Q. 170  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Shehnai
[B] Flute
[C] Trumpet
[D] Violin

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Violin are wind musical instruments.

Q. 171  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Gujarat
[B] Maharashtra
[C] Uttar Pradesh
[D] West Bengal
[E] Kerala

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: All except Uttar Pradesh have sea coast.

Q. 172  Choose the odd one out.
[A] OUQT
[B] QFSE
[C] LKNJ
[D] BSDR
Answer Option [E]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, first letter is moved two steps forward to obtain the third letter, the fourth and second letters are in alphabetical order.

---

**Q. 173** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Peak

[B] Mountain

[C] Hillock

[D] Mound

[E] Valley

**Answer** Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Valley are elevated features.

---

**Q. 174** Choose the odd one out.

[A] JKST

[B] GHQR

[C] ABKL

[D] DENO

**Answer** Option [A]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the first and second as well as the third and fourth letters are consecutive and the third letter is nine steps ahead of the second.

---

**Q. 175** Choose the odd one out.

[A] VRT

[B] RMP

[C] YUW

[D] FBD

[E] MIK

**Answer** Option [B]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the second, third and first letters are alternate letters of the alphabet in order.

---

**Q. 176** Choose the odd one out.

[A] CGON

[B] FJQP
Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the second, fourth and third letters are respectively four, seven and one steps ahead of the first, second and fourth letters respectively.

---

**Q. 177 Choose the odd one out.**

[A] BHE
[B] DJG
[C] SYV
[D] JPM
[E] PUS

Answer Option [E]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the third and second letters are three steps ahead of the first and third letters respectively.

---

**Q. 178 Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Dog
[B] Horse
[C] Goat
[D] Cat
[E] Fox

Answer Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Fox are domestic animals, while fox is a wild animal.

---

**Q. 179 Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Garlic
[B] Chilli
[C] Ginger
[D] Potato
[E] Sugar beet

Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Chilli are modified stems.

---

**Q. 180 Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Odour
[B] Smell
[C] Foul
[D] Fragrance
[E] Jncense

**Answer** Option [C]

*Explanation:*
All except Foul are synonyms.

---

**Q. 181** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tuberculosis
[B] Small pox
[C] Cholera
[D] Typhoid
[E] Tetanus

**Answer** Option [B]

*Explanation:*
All except Small pox are diseases caused by bacteria, while small pox is caused by virus.

---

**Q. 182** Choose the odd one out.

[A] ACE
[B] PRT
[C] UWY
[D] MNO
[E] GIK

**Answer** Option [D]

*Explanation:*
All other groups contain alternate letters of the alphabet in order.

---

**Q. 183** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Typhoid
[B] Measles
[C] Hysteria
[D] Influenza

**Answer** Option [C]

*Explanation:*
All except Hysteria are contagious diseases.

---

**Q. 184** Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Giraffe
[B] Hyena
[C] Deer
[D] Rhinoceros
[E] Zebra

Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**

Hyena is the only flesh-eating animal in the group.

---

Q. 185

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Spade
[B] Spanner
[C] Shovel
[D] Rake
[E] Pick-axe

Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**

All except Spanner are tools used by a carpenter, while a spanner is used by a carpenter.

---

Q. 186

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Veena
[B] Sitar
[C] Drum
[D] Guitar

Answer Option [C]

**Explanation:**

All except Drum are string instruments.

---

Q. 187

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Apple
[B] Mango
[C] Orange
[D] Pear
[E] Papaya

Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**

All except Mango have more than one seed.
Q. 188  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Football
[B] Volleyball
[C] Cricket
[D] Chess
[E] Hockey

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation: All except Chess are outdoor games.

Q. 189  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Honest
[B] Intelligent
[C] Traitor
[D] Wise

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation: All except Traitor denote good qualities.

Q. 190  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Teach
[B] Instruct
[C] Educate
[D] Explain

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: All except Instruct denote learning process.

Q. 191  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Friendship
[B] Attachment
[C] Intimacy
[D] Enmity

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation: All except Enmity are synonyms.

Q. 192  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Cotton
[B] Jute
[C] Silk
[D] Nylon
[E] Wool

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Nylon are natural fibres, while nylon is a synthetic fibre.

Q. 193 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Rose
[B] Lotus
[C] Marigold
[D] Lily
[E] Tulip

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Lotus are flowers which grow on land, while lotus grows in water.

Q. 194 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] V.V. Giri
[B] General Zia
[C] General Ershad
[D] Lai Bahadur Shastri

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Lai Bahadur Shastri were Presidents of some country, while Lai Bahadur Shastri was the Prime Minister of India.

Q. 195 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Thyroxine
[B] Adrenaline
[C] Iodine
[D] Insulin

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Iodine are hormones.

Q. 196 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
Q. 197  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Car
[B] Auto rickshaw
[C] Van
[D] Taxi
Answer  Option [B]
Explanation: All except Auto rickshaw have four wheels.

Q. 198  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Madagascar
[B] Cuba
[C] Greenland
[D] Hawaii
[E] Chile
Answer  Option [E]
Explanation: All except Chile are islands.

Q. 199  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Poland
[B] Greece
[C] Spain
[D] Italy
[E] Korea
Answer  Option [E]
Explanation: All except Korea are European countries, while Korea is an Asian country.

Q. 200  Choose the odd one out.
Q. 201  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Polyester
[B] Cotton
[C] Terylene
[D] Nylon

Answer  Option [B]  

Explanation:  
All except Cotton are synthetic fibres while cotton is a natural fibre.

Q. 202  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mandible
[B] Rib
[C] Sternum
[D] Ulna
[E] Pinna

Answer  Option [E]  

Explanation:  
All except Pinna are bones, while pinna is the external part of an ear.

Q. 203  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Garnet
[B] Ruby
[C] Graphite
[D] Emerald
[E] Topaz

Answer  Option [C]  

Explanation:  
All except Graphite are precious stones.
Q. 204  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Bardoli
[B] Bhadravati
[C] Porbander
[D] Champaran
[E] Sabarmati

Answer Option [B]

Explanation: All except Bhadravati are places related with Gandhiji.

Q. 205  Choose the odd one out.

[A] SUWY
[B] MOQS
[C] CEGI
[D] HJMO

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All other groups consist of alternate, letters.

Q. 206  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Galileo
[B] Copernicus
[C] Columbus
[D] Bhaskara
[E] Aryabhatta

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: All except Columbus were astronomers, while Columbus was an explorer.

Q. 207  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Lizard
[B] Earthworm
[C] Oyster
[D] Snail
[E] Spider

Answer Option [A]

Explanation: All except Lizard are invertebrates i.e. they have no backbone.
Q. 208  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Gloomy  
[B] Calm  
[C] Dull  
[D] Tense  
[E] Distress  

Answer  Option [E]  
Explanation:  
All except Distress are adjectives, while Distress is a noun.

Q. 209  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Coat  
[B] Shirt  
[C] Blouse  
[D] Trousers  
[E] Sweater  

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Trousers are garments which cover the upper part of the body.

Q. 210  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Microscope  
[B] Telescope  
[C] Periscope  
[D] Stethoscope  

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Stethoscope are optical instruments.

Q. 211  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Fawn  
[B] Mermaid  
[C] Minerva  
[D] Sphinx  

Answer  Option [C]  
Explanation:  
All except Minerva are half-human creatures, while Minerva is a goddess.
Q. 212
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Centaur
[B] Tortoise
[C] Goat
[D] Lion

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
Centaur is the only imaginary-creature in the group.

Q. 213
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Wheat
[B] Paddy
[C] Jowar
[D] Mustard

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Mustard are food grains, while mustard is an oilseed.

Q. 214
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Bake
[B] Boil
[C] Freeze
[D] Simmer

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Freeze need heating.

Q. 215
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Illusion
[B] Delusion
[C] Identification
[D] Hallucination

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Identification are synonyms.

Q. 216
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Pituitary
Q. 217 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Advise
[B] Counsel
[C] Suggest
[D] Direct

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Direct are synonyms.

Q. 218 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Iron
[B] Nickel
[C] Cobalt
[D] Aluminum

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Aluminium are magnetic materials.

Q. 219 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Foggy
[B] Transparent
[C] Turbid
[D] Cloudy

Answer Option [B]

Explanation: All others are synonyms.

Q. 220 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Eye
[B] Ear

Answer
[C] Nose

[D] Brain

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Brain are sense organs.

Q. 221 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Radium

[B] Thorium

[C] Sodium

[D] Polonium

[E] Uranium

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: All except Sodium are radio-isotopes, while sodium is a metal.

Q. 222 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Diarrhoea

[B] Jaundice

[C] Measles

[D] Cholera

[E] Typhoid

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: All except Measles are diseases which spread through infected food and water.

Q. 223 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Sky : Cloud

[B] Purse : Wallet

[C] Cupboard : Almirah

[D] Chair : Stool

Answer Option [A]

Explanation: In all other pairs, the two words denote things which serve the same purpose.

Q. 224 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Crimson

[B] Scarlet
Q. 225  Choose the odd one out.

[A] BEH  
[B] CFI  
[C] DGJ  
[D] EHL  
[E] FIL

Answer: Option [D]  
Explanation: In all other groups, there is a gap of two letters between first and second as well as between second and third letters.

Q. 226  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Laos  
[B] India  
[C] Nepal  
[D] Afghanistan  
[E] Bolivia

Answer: Option [B]  
Explanation: All except India are land locked countries, while India is a peninsula.

Q. 227  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Rhea  
[B] Trout  
[C] Lamprey  
[D] Salmon

Answer: Option [A]  
Explanation: All except Rhea are kinds of fishes.

Q. 228  Choose the odd one out.

[A] ABBC  
[B] PQQR
Q. 229 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] House
[B] Wall
[C] Roof
[D] Beam

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All others are parts of a house.

Q. 230 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Treachery
[B] Fraud
[C] Deceit
[D] Swindle
[E] Morbid

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Morbid are synonyms of 'deceit'.

Q. 231 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Uncle
[B] Nephew
[C] Brother
[D] Cousin
[E] Niece

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Brother are relations based on parents' brothers and sisters.

Q. 232 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Macbeth
[B] Hamlet
[C] Republic
[D] King Lear

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Republic are works of Shakespeare.

Q. 233 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Iron
[B] Potassium
[C] Sodium
[D] Chlorine
[E] Iodine

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Iron are very volatile.

Q. 234 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Pineapple
[B] Orange
[C] Malta
[D] Banana
[E] Lemon

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Banana are juicy fruits.

Q. 235 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Decantation
[B] Filtration
[C] Centrifugation
[D] Sublimation
[E] Condensation

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Condensation are methods employed for separation of mixtures.

Q. 236 Choose the odd one out.
A. GE
B. MK
C. WU
D. QN

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All other groups contain two alternate letters in reverse order.

---

Q. 237 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Tomato
[B] Cucumber
[C] Brinjal
[D] Carrot
[E] Gourd

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
Carrot is the only vegetable which grows underground.

---

Q. 238 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Hostel
[B] Hotel
[C] Inn
[D] Club
[E] Motel

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Club are places where people can stay.

---

Q. 239 **Choose the odd one out.**

[A] DECB
[B] GDFE
[C] HKIJ
[D] JFHG

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All other groups consist of four consecutive letters, though not in order.

---

Q. 240 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**
Q. 241 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

Option [B]

Explanation: All except Ostrich are water birds.

Q. 242 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

Option [A]

Explanation: All except Mariana are waterfalls, while Mariana is a trench.

Q. 243 Choose the odd one out.

Option [B]

Explanation: In all other groups, the first and second letters occupy the same position (from the beginning and the end respectively. The second letter is moved one step backward to obtain the third letter.
Q. 244  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Tricycle
[B] Trident
[C] Trifle
[D] Tricolour
[E] Trilogy

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
In all except Trifle, ‘tri’ indicates ‘three’.

Q. 245  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
[A] Donald : Comedy
[B] Holmes : Suspense
[C] Premchand : Novel
[D] Robinson : Adventure

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, first is a character of the type of movie denoted by the second.

Q. 246  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
[A] Cockroach : Antennae
[B] Lizard : Flagella
[C] Hydra : Tentacles
[D] Plasmodium : Cilia

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is the organ for movement of the first.

Q. 247  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Cheetah
[B] Lion
[C] Bear
[D] Tiger
[E] Leopard

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Bear belong to the cat family.
Q. 248  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tomato
[B] Gourd
[C] Brinjal
[D] Cucumber
[E] Potato

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation: Potato is the only vegetable in the group which grows underground.

---

Q. 249  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sensitive
[B] Sentimental
[C] Passionate
[D] Reasonable
[E] Sensational

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation: All except Sensational are words used to describe a person's nature.

---

Q. 250  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Taxi
[B] Phaeton
[C] Cart
[D] Rickshaw
[E] Tonga

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation: All except Taxi are pulled by living beings.

---

Q. 251  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Confucius
[B] Prophet
[C] GuruGobind
[D] Moses
[E] Lao Tse

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation: All except Guru Gobind founded one or the other religion.
Q. 252  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Milk
[B] Soda water
[C] Cold drink
[D] Beer

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Milk are artificially prepared drinks.

Q. 253  Choose the odd one out.

[A] ACDF
[B] FGKL
[C] HIVW
[D] TUOP

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the first and second as well as the third and fourth letters are consecutive.

Q. 254  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Up
[B] Down
[C] Below
[D] Above
[E] Small

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Small are prepositions, while, Small is used as an adjective.

Q. 255  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Lion
[B] Tiger
[C] Fox
[D] Jackal
[E] Deer

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Deer are carnivorous animals, while deer is herbivorous.
Q. 256

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Ghosts
[B] Spirits
[C] Phantoms
[D] Skeletons
[E] Apparitions

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Skeletons are synonyms and are concerned with superstitions.

Q. 257

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Grasslands
[B] Pampas
[C] Downs
[D] Prairies
[E] Savanna

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Grasslands are types of grasslands.

Q. 258

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Flute
[B] Guitar
[C] Sitar
[D] Violin
[E] Veena

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Flute are string instruments.

Q. 259

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Himadri
[B] Shivalik
[C] Kandla
[D] Himachal

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Kandla are ranges of Himalayas, while Kandla is a sea-port.
Q. 260 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sandstone
[B] Basalt
[C] Granite
[D] Pumice

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Sandstone are igneous rocks formed by cooling down of magma, while sandstone is a sedimentary rock.

Q. 261 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Fingers
[B] Palm
[C] Knee
[D] Wrist

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Knee are parts of hand.

Q. 262 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Kiwi
[B] Eagle
[C] Emu
[D] Ostrich

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Eagle are flightless birds.

Q. 263 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Lake
[B] Brook
[C] Stream
[D] River

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Lake contain moving water.

Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
Q. 264

[A] Tongue : Taste
[B] Eye: Blind
[C] Ear : Deaf
[D] Leg : Lame

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second indicates a state of non-functioning of the first.

Q. 265

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Medium
[B] Average
[C] Mediocre
[D] Terrible

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Terrible are synonyms.

Q. 266

Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Broom : Sweep
[B] Spoon : Feed
[C] Nut : Crack
[D] Soap : Bathe

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second denotes the purpose for which the first is used.

Q. 267

Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Sun : Star
[B] Rocket : Space
[C] Moon : Satellite
[D] Jupiter : Planet

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second denotes the class to which the first belongs.

Q. 268

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Eyes
[B] Ears
Hands
Legs
Nose

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Nose are parts which exist in pairs in human body.

Q. 269 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Onomatopoeia : Names
[B] Nidology : Nests
[C] Phycology : Algae
[D] Onology : Shells

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, first is the study of second.

Q. 270 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tortoise
[B] Snail
[C] Turtle
[D] Spider
[E] Oyster

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Spider have hard protective shells.

Q. 271 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Ballot
[B] Manifesto
[C] Election
[D] Vote

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
All others are terms associated with Election.

Q. 272 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Microscope
[B] Microphone
[C] Microfilm  
[D] Microbe

**Answer** Option [D]  
**Explanation:**  
In all other words except Microbe, 'micro' has been added as a prefix.

---

**Q. 273** Choose the odd one out.  
[A] BCDE  
[B] PQRS  
[C] WXYZ  
[D] STUW  
[E] GHIJ

**Answer** Option [D]  
**Explanation:**  
Each other group contains 4 consecutive letters.

---

**Q. 274** Choose the word which is different from the rest.  
[A] Hydrazine  
[B] Warfarin  
[C] Malathion  
[D] Agrosan  
[E] Sulphur

**Answer** Option [A]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Hydrazine are pesticides, while Hydrazine is a rocket fuel.

---

**Q. 275** Choose the odd one out.  
[A] HJN  
[B] JLP  
[C] PRU  
[D] QSW

**Answer** Option [C]  
**Explanation:**  
In all other groups, the third letter is four steps ahead of the second letter which, in turn, is two steps ahead of the first letter.

---

**Q. 276** Choose the word which is different from the rest.  
[A] Mumbai  
[B] Cochin
Q. 277 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Coarse
[B] Unrefined
[C] Vulgar
[D] Oafish
[E] Blunt

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Blunt are synonyms.

Q. 278 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Trunk
[B] Tree
[C] Fruit
[D] Leaf
[E] Flower

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All others are parts of a tree.

Q. 279 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Radio
[B] Television
[C] Computer
[D] Telephone
[E] X-ray

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation:
All except X-ray are means of mass media.

Q. 280 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[C] Kandla
[D] Mysore
[E] Vishakhapatnam

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Mysore are harbours.
Q. 281 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Blood
[B] Bones
[C] Cartilage
[D] Tendons
[E] Muscles

Answer Option [E]

Explanation: All except Muscles are examples of connective tissues.

Q. 282 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mermaid
[B] Sphinx
[C] Unicorn
[D] Dinosaur

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Dinosaur are imaginary creatures.

Q. 283 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Dentine
[B] Incisor
[C] Canine
[D] Premolar
[E] Molar

Answer Option [A]

Explanation: All except Dentine are types of teeth, while dentine is a part of tooth.
Q. 284  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Cabbage
[B] Papaya
[C] Gourd
[D] Cucumber
[E] Brinjal

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: All except Papaya are vegetables, while papaya is a fruit.

Q. 285  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Calendar
[B] Year
[C] Date
[D] Month
[E] Day

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation: All others are parts of a calendar.

Q. 286  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Sailor
[B] Tailor
[C] Goldsmith
[D] Blacksmith

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation: All except Sailor need raw material to work on.

Q. 287  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Gangtok
[B] Singhbhum
[C] Hyderabad
[D] Chennai
[E] Bhubaneswar

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: All except Singhbhum are capitals of states of India.
Q. 288 Choose the odd one out.

[A] XW
[B] FG
[C] ML
[D] PO
[E] TS

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All other groups contain two consecutive letters in reverse order.

Q. 289 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sesame
[B] Corn
[C] Olive
[D] Onion

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Onion are used to extract oil.

Q. 290 Choose the odd one out.

[A] ACHI
[B] DFKL
[C] MNST
[D] OQVW
[E] PRWX

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the first two letters are alternate, third and fourth letters are consecutive and there is a gap of four letters between the second and third letters.

Q. 291 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Magazine
[B] Novel
[C] Dictionary
[D] Thesis

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All others are general books.
### Q. 292
**Choose the odd one out.**

- [A] HGF
- [B] XWV
- [C] NML
- [D] OPQ
- [E] UTS

**Answer**

Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the three letters are consecutive but in reverse order.

### Q. 293
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

- [A] Big
- [B] Small
- [C] Trivial
- [D] Tiny
- [E] Huge

**Answer**

Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Trivial describe the physical size of objects.

### Q. 294
**Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.**

- [A] Taiwan : Taipei
- [B] China : Mongolia
- [C] Iran : Teheran
- [D] Japan : Tokyo

**Answer**

Option [B]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, second is the capital of the first.

### Q. 295
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

- [A] Teacher
- [B] Principal
- [C] Student
- [D] Lecturer

**Answer**

Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Student constitute the staff of an educational institution.
Q. 296
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Scoop
[B] Corner
[C] Bunker
[D] Bully

Answer: Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Bunker are terms associated with hockey.

---

Q. 297
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Influenza
[B] Measles
[C] Dengue
[D] Rabies
[E] Dysentery

Answer: Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Dysentery are diseases caused by virus, while dysentery is caused by protozoa.

---

Q. 298
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Wool
[B] Honey
[C] Silk
[D] Wax

Answer: Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Wool are products obtained from insects, while wool is obtained from sheep.

---

Q. 299
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Owl
[B] Eagle
[C] Hawk
[D] Parrot

Answer: Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Parrot are birds of prey.

---

Q. 300
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Sweep
[B] Wipe
[C] Scrub
[D] Wash
[E] Stain

Answer Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Stain are terms related to cleaning.

---

Q. 301 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Dynamics
[B] Mechanics
[C] Electronics
[D] Optics
[E] Physics

Answer Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Physics are branches of Physics.

---

Q. 302 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Car : Road
[B] Ship : Sea
[C] Rocket : Space
[D] Aeroplane : Pilot

Answer Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, first is the means of transport on the medium denoted by the second.

---

Q. 303 Choose the odd one out.

[A] APoQ
[B] DXeM
[C] SFiK
[D] OWjB
[E] CquL

Answer Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the third letter is small and a vowel.
Q. 304  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Run  
[B] Walk  
[C] Think  
[D] Jump  
[E] Swim

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: All except Think denote physical activities.

Q. 305  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Probe  
[B] Exploration  
[C] Deliberation  
[D] Investigation

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: All except Deliberation indicate research.

Q. 306  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sketch  
[B] Paper  
[C] Poster  
[D] Diagram

Answer Option [B]

Explanation: All others are drawn on paper.

Q. 307  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Class : Students  
[B] Sentence : Words  
[C] Tree : Forest  
[D] Hour : Minutes

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: In all other pairs, second is a unit of the first.

Q. 308  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Book
[B] Paper
[C] Pencil
[D] Pen
[E] Sharpener

Answer Option [A]

Explanation: All except Book are stationery items.

Q. 309 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Rial
[B] Knesset
[C] Guilder
[D] Drachma

Answer Option [B]

Explanation: All except Knesset are names of currencies.

Q. 310 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Trivandrum
[B] Bangalore
[C] Bhubaneswar
[D] Vijayawada

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Vijayawada are capitals of states of India.

Q. 311 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mercury
[B] Bromine
[C] Aluminium
[D] Sodium
[E] Titanium

Answer Option [B]

Explanation: All except Bromine are metals, while bromine is a non-metal.

Q. 312 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Admiral  
[B] Colonel  
[C] Captain  
[D] Commodore  
[E] Lieutenant

Answer: Option [B]  
**Explanation:**
All except Colonel are ranks of the army.

---

**Q. 313**  
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Ear  
[B] Kidney  
[C] Lungs  
[D] Liver

Answer: Option [A]  
**Explanation:**
All except Ear are internal organs.

---

**Q. 314**  
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**  

[A] Grapes  
[B] Pineapple  
[C] Cashew  
[D] Apple  
[E] Orange

Answer: Option [C]  
**Explanation:**
All except Cashew are fruits.

---

**Q. 315**  
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**  

[A] Verse  
[B] Rhyme  
[C] Couplet  
[D] Rhetoric  
[E] Stanza

Answer: Option [D]  
**Explanation:**
All except Rhetoric are terms associated with poetry.
Q. 316  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A]  Solder : Tin
[B]  Haematite : Iron
[C]  Bauxite : Aluminium
[D]  Malachite : Copper

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is the name of the metal of which the first is an ore. On the other hand, Solder is an alloy.

Q. 317  Choose the odd one out.

[A]  FAA
[B]  OFF
[C]  ATT
[D]  IFF
[E]  EPP

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
In all other groups, a vowel is followed by a consonant repeated twice.

Q. 318  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A]  Apple
[B]  Mango
[C]  Potato
[D]  Orange

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Potato are fruits, while potato is a vegetable.

Q. 319  Choose the odd one out.

[A]  UAZF
[B]  SCXH
[C]  RDWJ
[D]  KBPG

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the third and fourth letters are each five steps ahead of the first and second letters respectively.

Q. 320  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
### Q. 321
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Indigo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Answer**

Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Pink are colours of the spectrum. The seven colours of the spectrum are Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, Red.

### Q. 322
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Bullock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Giraffe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Camel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Donkey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Answer**

Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Giraffe are animals used as beasts of burden.

### Q. 323
**Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Buffalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Llama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Cow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Camel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Answer**

Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Llama are milk-yielding animals.
Q. 324  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
   [A] See
   [B] Hear
   [C] Smell
   [D] Taste
   [E] Think

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Think are functions performed by sense organs.

---

Q. 325  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
   [A] Sparrow
   [B] Swan
   [C] Parrot
   [D] Koel

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
Swan is the only water bird in the group.

---

Q. 326  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
   [A] Chicken
   [B] Snake
   [C] Swan
   [D] Crocodile
   [E] Frog

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Chicken can live in water.

---

Q. 327  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
   [A] Wages
   [B] Honorarium
   [C] Pocket money
   [D] Salary

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
All others are paid in return for doing some work.
Q. 328  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Cigar  
[B] Cigarette  
[C] Tobacco  
[D] Pipe  
[E] Hookah  

Answer  Option [C]  
Explanation:  
All except Tobacco are means of smoking.

Q. 329  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mattress  
[B] Pillow  
[C] Bedsheet  
[D] Curtain  

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Curtain are parts of bed-spread.

Q. 330  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Actor  
[B] Artist  
[C] Musician  
[D] Dancer  
[E] Poet  

Answer  Option [E]  
Explanation:  
All except Poet perform on stage.

Q. 331  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Electricity  
[B] Telephone  
[C] Telegram  
[D] Post  

Answer  Option [A]  
Explanation:  
All except Electricity are means of communication.
Q. 332  Choose the odd one out.

[A] AE  
[B] AI  
[C] IO  
[D] EI  
[E] OU

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:  
All other groups contain two consecutive vowels of the English alphabet.

Q. 333  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tortoise  
[B] Alligator  
[C] Snail  
[D] Oyster

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:  
All except Alligator have protective shells.

Q. 334  Choose the odd one out.

[A] BFJM  
[B] DEFG  
[C] JMPS  
[D] PRTV

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:  
In all other groups, the number of letters skipped between adjacent letters is uniform.

Q. 335  Choose the odd one out.

[A] MKGA  
[B] PNID  
[C] RPLF  
[D] VTPJ

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:  
In all other groups, the first, second and third letters are respectively two, four and six steps ahead of the second, third and fourth letters respectively.

Q. 336  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
Q. 337 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Fog  
[B] Cloud  
[C] Rain  
[D] Mist  

Answer Option [B]

Explanation: All except Cloud are different forms of precipitation.

Q. 338 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Apsara  
[B] Zerlina  
[C] Puraima  
[D] Cirus  
[E] Appollo  

Answer Option [E]

Explanation: All except Appollo are names of nuclear reactors in India.

Q. 339 Choose the odd one out.

[A] FJOU  
[B] EINT  
[C] JNRX  
[D] ADHM  

Answer Option [C]

Explanation: In all other groups, the number of letters skipped between two consecutive letters increases by one from left to right.

Q. 340 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Chameleon  
[B] Crocodile  
[C] Alligator  
[D] Locust  
[E] Salamander  

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Locust are reptiles, while locust is an insect.
[A] Babar  
[B] Humayun  
[C] Sher Shah  
[D] Akbar  
[E] Jahangir  

Answer Option [C]  

**Explanation:**  
All except Sher Shah were Mughal rulers.

---

**Q. 341**  
Choose the word which is different from the rest.  

[A] Faraday  
[B] Newton  
[C] Addison  
[D] Marconi  
[E] Beethovan  

Answer Option [E]  

**Explanation:**  
All except Beethovan were scientists, while Beethovan was a musician.

---

**Q. 342**  
Choose the odd one out.  

[A] RNJH  
[B] SOKG  
[C] QMIE  
[D] MIEA  
[E] PLHD  

Answer Option [A]  

**Explanation:**  
In all other groups, there is a gap of three letters between two consecutive letters.

---

**Q. 343**  
Choose the word which is different from the rest.  

[A] Japan  
[B] India  
[C] Sri Lanka  
[D] New Zealand  

Answer Option [B]  

**Explanation:**  
All except India are islands, while India is a peninsula.
Q. 344  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Granite
[B] Lignite
[C] Peat
[D] Anthracite
[E] Bituminous

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation: All except Granite are different types of coal, while granite is a rock.

Q. 345  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tarapur
[B] Kota
[C] Kalpakkam
[D] Paradeep
[E] Narora

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation: All except Paradeep are atomic power stations, while Paradeep is a port.

Q. 346  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Viscometer
[B] Anemometer
[C] Spectroscope
[D] Pyknometer

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: All except Anemometer are instruments used in Physics.

Q. 347  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Polar bear
[B] Reindeer
[C] Yak
[D] Silver fox
[E] Leopard

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation: All except Leopard are found in polar regions.
Q. 348 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Disease
[B] Illness
[C] Health
[D] Sickness

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All others indicate disorder of health.

Q. 349 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Producer
[B] Director
[C] Investor
[D] Financier
[E] Entrepreneur

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Director spend money.

Q. 350 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Fish : Pisciculture
[B] Birds : Horticulture
[C] Bees : Apiculture
[D] Silkworm : Sericulture

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is the name given to artificial rearing of the first.

Q. 351 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Euphrates
[B] Hwang Ho
[C] Amazon
[D] Brahmaputra
[E] Indus

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Amazon are Asian rivers.
Q. 352  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Telescope
[B] Transistor
[C] Taperecorder
[D] Telephone

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation: All except Telescope are audio devices.

Q. 353  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Pageant
[B] View
[C] Display
[D] Spectacle

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: All except View are synonyms.

Q. 354  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Crank
[B] Steering
[C] Wheels
[D] Brakes

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation: All except Crank are mechanical parts of a car.

Q. 355  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Skull
[B] Appendix
[C] Pelvis
[D] Fibula
[E] Vertebra

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: All except Appendix are bones, while appendix is an organ.

Q. 356  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Lima
[B] Algiers
[C] New York
[D] Tokyo
[E] Beijing

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
All except New York are capital cities.

Q. 357 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] IMF
[B] SAARC
[C] UNICEF
[D] WHO

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All except SAARC are world organisations.

Q. 358 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Scalpel : Surgeon
[B] Chisel : Soldier
[C] Awl : Cobbler
[D] Knife : Chef

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, first is a tool used by the second.

Q. 359 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Kennel
[B] House
[C] Stable
[D] Aviary
[E] Aquarium

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All except House are places to rear one or the other animal.

Q. 360 Choose the odd one out.
Q. 361

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Moth  
[B] Bee  
[C] Lizard  
[D] Aphid  
[E] Cockroach

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Lizard are insects, while lizard is a reptile.

Q. 362

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Pear  
[B] Apple  
[C] Litchi  
[D] Guava  
[E] Orange

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation:
Orange is the only citrus fruit in the group.

Q. 363

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Gallon  
[B] Ton  
[C] Quintal  
[D] Kilogram

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Gallon are units for measuring the weights of solids.
Q. 364 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Hangar
[B] Platform
[C] Dock
[D] Park
[E] Bus stand

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Park are halting places of various transport means.

Q. 365 Choose the odd one out.

[A] Cegl
[B] FhjL
[C] PrtV
[D] KnnP
[E] UwyA

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the letters are alternate and the middle two are small letters.

Q. 366 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Bomdila
[B] Lhasa
[C] Nathula
[D] Shipkila

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Lhasa are mountain passes.

Q. 367 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Donkey
[B] Camel
[C] Cow
[D] Mule

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Cow are beasts of burden.
Q. 368  Choose the odd one out.
[A] BdE
[B] XpD
[C] HQu
[D] MkV
[E] PiZ

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the middle letter is small.

Q. 369  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
[A] Apple : Jam
[B] Lemon : Citrus
[C] Orange : Squash
[D] Tomato : Pury

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is the form in which the first is preserved.

Q. 370  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Acharya Kripalani
[B] C.V. Raman
[C] Rajagopalachari
[D] Radhakrishnan

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Acharya Kripalani are Bharat Ratna awardees.

Q. 371  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Gloves
[B] Turban
[C] Hat
[D] Cap

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Gloves are used to cover the head.

Q. 372  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Saw
[B] Axe
[C] Hammer
[D] Screw-driver

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Axe are tools used by a carpenter.

Q. 373  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mother
[B] Friend
[C] Sister
[D] Father
[E] Brother

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Friend denote blood relations.

Q. 374  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Ruffian
[B] Criminal
[C] Gangster
[D] Paragon
[E] Pirate

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Paragon are evildoers.

Q. 375  Choose the odd one out.

[A] ACEG
[B] IKMO
[C] TVWY
[D] FHJL
[E] NPRT

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the letters are alternate.
Q. 376
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tonnes
[B] Quintals
[C] Grams
[D] Kilograms
[E] Kilometres

Answer: Option [E]
Explanation: All others are units for measuring weights.

Q. 377
Choose the odd one out.

[A] AEGC
[B] HLNJ
[C] OSVQ
[D] VZBX

Answer: Option [C]
Explanation: All other groups consist of alternate letters, though not in order.

Q. 378
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mahanadi
[B] Cauvery
[C] Narmada
[D] Krishna

Answer: Option [C]
Explanation: All except Narmada are rivers which flow into the Bay of Bengal, while Narmada flows into the Arabian Sea.

Q. 379
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Seminar
[B] Semicolon
[C] Semifinal
[D] Semicircle
[E] Semitone

Answer: Option [A]
Explanation: In all except Seminar, 'semi' indicates 'half.'
Q. 380  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Swimming
[B] Diving
[C] Driving
[D] Sailing
[E] Fishing

Answer  Option [C]
Explanation: All except Driving are activities performed in water.

Q. 381  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Goat
[B] Puppy
[C] Cow
[D] Buffalo

Answer  Option [B]
Explanation: All except Puppy are names of animals, while puppy is a young one of dog.

Q. 382  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mackenzie
[B] Yenisei
[C] Michigan
[D] Danube

Answer  Option [C]
Explanation: All except Michigan are rivers, while Michigan is a lake.

Q. 383  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Nimitz
[B] Yamamoto
[C] Nelson
[D] Montgomery

Answer  Option [D]
Explanation: All except Montgomery were Admirals. Nimitz was U.S. Admiral, Yamamoto was Japanese Admiral and Nelson was British Admiral, while Montgomery was British Field Marshal.

Q. 384  Choose the odd one out.
Q. 385 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Month
[B] Year
[C] Fortnight
[D] Season
[E] week

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Season are precise measurements for days.

Q. 386 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Flood
[B] Hurricane
[C] Avalanche
[D] Earthquake
[E] Explosion

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Explosion are natural calamities.

Q. 387 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Kangaroo
[B] Orang-utang
[C] Gorilla
[D] Baboon

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Kangaroo are species of apes.
Q. 388  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Niger
[B] Suez
[C] Mississippi
[D] Colorado

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Suez are rivers, while Suez is a canal.

Q. 389  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sparrow
[B] Eagle
[C] Hawk
[D] Vulture
[E] Owl

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Sparrow are flesh-eating birds.

Q. 390  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Necklace
[B] Ornament
[C] Bangle
[D] Ring

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
All others are different types of ornaments.

Q. 391  Choose the odd one out.

[A] NPM
[B] IJL
[C] QSZ
[D] BHK
[E] XGT

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
No other group contains a vowel.
Q. 392  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Crawl  
[B] Walk  
[C] Ride  
[D] Run  

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: 
All except Ride are different modes of movement on limbs.

Q. 393  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Snore  
[B] Slumber  
[C] Yawn  
[D] Doze  
[E] Dream  

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: 
All except Yawn are actions in sleep, while yawn is a form of boredom.

Q. 394  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Manipur  
[B] Sikkim  
[C] Maharashtra  
[D] Haryana  
[E] Lakshadweep  

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation: 
All except Lakshadweep are states of India, while Lakshadweep is a Union Territory.

Q. 395  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Cap  
[B] Turban  
[C] Helmet  
[D] Veil  
[E] Hat  

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation: 
All except Veil cover the head, while veil covers the face.
Q. 396  Choose the odd one out.

[A] TPLH  
[B] SOKG  
[C] ZVRN  
[D] UQMJ

Answer  Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, each of the first three letters is four steps ahead of the next letter.

---

Q. 397  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Chandragupta : Mauryan  
[B] Babar : Mughal  
[C] Kanishka : Kushan  
[D] Mahavira : Jainism

Answer  Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, second is the name of the dynasty founded by the first.

---

Q. 398  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Graphite  
[B] Pearl  
[C] Diamond  
[D] Coal

Answer  Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Pearl are different forms of carbon.

---

Q. 399  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Biscuits  
[B] Chocolate  
[C] Cake  
[D] Bread  
[E] Pastry

Answer  Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Chocolate are baked items.

---

Q. 400  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Copper
[B] Silver
[C] Gold
[D] Platinum

**Answer** Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Copper are metals used to make jewellery.

---

**Q. 401** Choose the odd one out.

[A] GDA
[B] OLI
[C] VSP
[D] KHE
[E] WYZ

**Answer** Option [E]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the second and first letters are three steps ahead of third and second letters respectively.

---

**Q. 402** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Gasoline
[B] Methane
[C] Asphalt
[D] Paraffin wax
[E] Diesel

**Answer** Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Methane are products obtained from petroleum.

---

**Q. 403** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Grass
[B] Amaranthus
[C] Oats
[D] Chenopodium
[E] Convolvulus

**Answer** Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Oats are weeds.
Q. 404  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Thermosphere  
[B] Stratosphere  
[C] Exosphere  
[D] Ionosphere  
[E] Troposphere

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:  
All except Thermosphere are layers of atmosphere.

Q. 405  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Malaria  
[B] Plague  
[C] Dengue  
[D] Tetanus

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation:  
All except Tetanus are diseases which are transmitted by insects or mosquitoes.

Q. 406  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Fear  
[B] Anger  
[C] Sober  
[D] Love

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:  
All except Sober are emotions.

Q. 407  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Lake  
[B] Sea  
[C] River  
[D] Pool  
[E] Pond

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:  
All except River contain stagnant water.
Q. 408  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cricket
[B] Hockey
[C] Billiards
[D] Fencing

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Billiards are outdoor games.

Q. 409  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Pine
[B] Fir
[C] Banyan
[D] Deodar
[E] Spruce

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Banyan are coniferous trees.

Q. 410  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cancel
[B] Change
[C] Repeal
[D] Revoke
[E] Rescind

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Change are synonyms.

Q. 411  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] King
[B] Queen
[C] Bishop
[D] Minister
[E] Knight

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Minister are chessmen.
Q. 412  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Arrow  
[B] Missile  
[C] Sword  
[D] Bullet  
[E] Spear

Answer  Option [C] 

Explanation: 
All except Sword strike the target at a distance.

Q. 413  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Malaria : Protozoa  
[B] Yeast: Fungi  
[C] Typhoid : Bacteria  
[D] Polio : Virus  

Answer  Option [B]  

Explanation: 
In all other pairs, first is the disease caused by the second.

Q. 414  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Venus : Shukra  
[B] Uranus : Indra  
[C] Mars : Mangal  
[D] Saturn : Budha  

Answer  Option [D]  

Explanation: 
In all other pairs, second is the correct Indian name of the planet denoted by the first.

Q. 415  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Mercury: Sun  
[B] Moon : Earth  
[C] Star : Galaxy  
[D] Wheel: Axle  

Answer  Option [C]  

Explanation: 
In all other pairs, first moves about the second.

Q. 416  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
Q. 417  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Feeling  
[B] Joy  
[C] Anxiety  
[D] Anger  
[E] Sorrow

Answer  Option [A]  
Explanation: All others denote various feelings.

Q. 418  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Saw : Wood  
[B] Pen : Paper  
[C] Author : Book  
[D] Chalk : Blackboard

Answer  Option [C]  
Explanation: In all other pairs, first is the tool which works over the second.

Q. 419  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Buffalo  
[B] Stag  
[C] Camel  
[D] Rhinoceros

Answer  Option [C]  
Explanation: All except Camel have horns.

Q. 420  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Rice  
[B] Maize  
[C] Jowar  
[D] Bajra  
[E] Wheat

Answer  Option [E]  
Explanation: All except Wheat are kharif or summer crops, while wheat is a rabi crop.
Q. 421 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sial
[B] Mantle
[C] Core
[D] Sima
[E] Pengia

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Pengia are layers of earth.

Q. 422 Choose the odd one out.

[A] CHG
[B] LMM
[C] BBC
[D] HEG

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
This is the only group containing a vowel.

Q. 423 Choose the odd one out.

[A] PQO
[B] AZY
[C] TWS
[D] VBU
[E] EXD

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the third and first letters are in alphabetical order.

Q. 424 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Sun
[B] Planets
[C] Stars
[D] Satellites

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Stars form part of the solar system.
Option [B]

Explanation:
The words in all other pairs are synonyms.

---

Q. 425
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Kleptomania
[B] Schizophrenia
[C] Agoraphobia
[D] Alzheimer's disease

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Alzheimer's disease are psychological disorders.

---

Q. 426
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Frog
[B] Toad
[C] Newt
[D] Salamander
[E] Snake

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Snake are amphibians.

---

Q. 427
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Pharynx
[B] Bronchiole
[C] Auricle
[D] Alveoli

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Auricle are parts of lungs, while auricle is a part of the heart.

---

Q. 428
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Leone
Q. 429  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Kanpur
[B] Allahabad
[C] Varanasi
[D] Mathura

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation: All except Mathura are cities situated on the banks of Ganga river.

Q. 430  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
[A] Newspaper : Editor
[B] Film : Director
[C] Stamps : Philatelist
[D] Book : Author

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation: In all other pairs, first is prepared by the second.

Q. 431  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mansion
[B] Apartment
[C] Garage
[D] Villa

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation: All except Garage are dwelling places.

Q. 432  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Cabbage
[B] Cauliflower
[C] Ladyfinger
[D] Radish
[E] Peas

Answer: Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Ladyfinger are vegetables which grow best in winter.

---

Q. 433  **Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.**

[A] Twigs : Nest
[B] Wood : Furniture
[C] Pitcher : Pottery
[D] Gold : Ornaments

Answer: Option [C]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, first is the material used to make the second.

---

Q. 434  **Choose the odd one out.**

[A] BCD
[B] NPR
[C] KLM
[D] ROP
[E] HGF

Answer: Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All other groups contain three consecutive letters of the alphabet.

---

Q. 435  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Wheat
[B] Barley
[C] Rice
[D] Pea
[E] Mustard

Answer: Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Rice are rabi crops, while rice is a kharif crop.

---

Q. 436  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Thiamine
[B] Niacin
[C] Trypsin
[D] Riboflavin
[E] Ascorbic acid

**Answer** Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Trypsin are chemical names of vitamins, while trypsin is an enzyme.

---

**Q. 437** Choose the odd one out.

[A] RAT
[B] CAT
[C] SAT
[D] MAT
[E] GET

**Answer** Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All other groups end with AT.

---

**Q. 438** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Bully
[B] Bunker
[C] Corner
[D] Dribble
[E] Scoop

**Answer** Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Bunker are terms associated with hockey, while bunker is associated with polo.

---

**Q. 439** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Love
[B] Clasp
[C] Cuddl
[D] Nestle
[E] Caress

**Answer** Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All except Love are gestures of endearment.
Q. 440 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Shopkeeper : Customer
[B] Doctor : Patient
[C] Lawyer : Client
[D] Clerk : File

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is the person for whom the first works to earn money.

Q. 441 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Plassey
[B] Haldighati
[C] Panipat
[D] Sarnath
[E] Kurukshetra

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Sarnath are famous battlefields.

Q. 442 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cement
[B] Paste
[C] Oil
[D] Glue

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Oil are used to join something.

Q. 443 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Rectangle
[B] Square
[C] Triangle
[D] Rhombus

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Triangle are quadrilaterals.
Q. 445  Choose the odd one out.

[A] CXGT  
[B] EVBY  
[C] DXEY  
[D] AZDW

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:  
In all other groups, the first and second letters occupy the same positions from the beginning and end of the alphabet, and so do the third and fourth letters.

Q. 446  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mercury  
[B] Acetone  
[C] Petrol  
[D] Kerosene

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:  
Mercury is the only metal in the group.

Q. 447  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Shoulder  
[B] Foot  
[C] Elbow  
[D] Arm  
[E] Fingers

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:  
All except Foot are parts of hand.

Q. 448  Choose the odd one out.

[A] RAT
Q. 449  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Rose
[B] Hibiscus
[C] Dahlia
[D] Marigold
[E] Lily

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Hibiscus are flowers.

Q. 450  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Henri Becquerel
[B] Roentgen
[C] Madam Curie
[D] Einstein

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Einstein are scientists related to radioactivity.

Q. 451  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] X-ray
[B] Telephone
[C] Radio
[D] Computer
[E] Television

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except X-ray are electronic media.

Q. 452  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Lymphocytes
[B] Plasma
[C] Fibrinogen
[D] Haemoglobin
[E] Pepsinogen

Answer: Option [E]
Explanation: All except Pepsinogen are constituents of blood, while pepsinogen is an enzyme.

Q. 453
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Triangle
[B] Rectangle
[C] Circle
[D] Square

Answer: Option [C]
Explanation: All except Circle are figures made up of straight lines.

Q. 454
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Yuri Gagarin
[B] Rakesh Sharma
[C] Neil Armstrong
[D] Edmund Hillary

Answer: Option [D]
Explanation: All except Edmund Hillary are astronauts, while Edmund Hillary is a mountaineer.

Q. 455
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tsangpo
[B] Hazaribagh
[C] Kanha
[D] Bandipur

Answer: Option [A]
Explanation: All except Tsangpo are national parks.

Q. 456
Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Death : Disease
[B] Milk : Butter
Q. 457  Choose the odd one out.
[A] DFBG
[B] IKGM
[C] SUQV
[D] MOKP
[E] VXTY

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the second and fourth letters are consecutive and there is a gap of one letter between third and first.

Q. 458  Choose the odd one out.
[A] abcq
[B] pqrB
[C] mnpC
[D] xyzT
[E] efgP

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
Each of the other groups contains a capital letter.

Q. 459  Choose the odd one out.
[A] OUSF
[B] PIGS
[C] TEPJ
[D] XLPA

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
This is the only group containing two vowels.

Q. 460  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Tailor
[B] Carpenter
Q. 461 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Volt
[B] Power
[C] Volume
[D] Force

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Volt are physical quantities, while volt is a unit of measurement.

Q. 462 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mew
[B] Howl
[C] Bark
[D] Grunt
[E] Shout

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Shout are sounds produced by animals.

Q. 463 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Raid
[B] Attack
[C] Assault
[D] Defence
[E] Ambush

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Defence are forms of attack.

Q. 464 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Coriander
[B] Jasmine  
[C] Lotus  
[D] Lily  
[E] Rose  

Answer  Option [A]  

Explanation:  
All except Coriander are flowers.

Q. 465  
Choose the word which is different from the rest.  
[A] Ramayana  
[B] Mahabharata  
[C] Upanishad  
[D] Panchatantra  

Answer  Option [D]  

Explanation:  
All except Panchatantra are religious books.

Q. 466  
Choose the word which is different from the rest.  
[A] Tortoise  
[B] Frog  
[C] Rat  
[D] Mongoose  
[E] Snake  

Answer  Option [E]  

Explanation:  
Snake is the only poisonous animal in the group.

Q. 467  
Choose the word which is different from the rest.  
[A] Ample  
[B] Copious  
[C] Plentiful  
[D] Abundance  

Answer  Option [D]  

Explanation:  
All others are adjectives.

Q. 468  
Choose the word which is different from the rest.  
[A] Tomato
Q. 469  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Anger
[B] Grief
[C] Humorous
[D] Kindness
[E] Joy

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Humorous are nouns, while Humorous is an adjective.

Q. 470  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Chair
[B] Bench
[C] Table
[D] Stool

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Table are used for sitting.

Q. 471  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Car
[B] Scooter
[C] Helicopter
[D] Aeroplane
[E] Cycle

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Cycle run on fuel.

Q. 472  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
Q. 473 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Syringe
[B] Tweezer
[C] Dropper
[D] Straw

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Tweezer function on the phenomenon of air pressure.

Q. 474 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Fan : Blades
[B] Lamp : Bulb
[C] Clock : Alarm
[D] Bicycle : Pedal

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is an essential part which serves the main purpose of the first.

Q. 475 Choose the odd one out.

[A] DE
[B] PQ
[C] TU
[D] MO
[E] FG

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All other groups contain two consecutive letters of the English alphabet.

Q. 476 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Lake
Q. 477
Choose the odd one out.
[A] PEAR
[B] TORE
[C] REAP
[D] TEAR
[E] LEAR

Answer: Option [B]

Explanation:
All other groups contain E, A and R.

Q. 478
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Birbal
[B] Abul Fazal
[C] Tansen
[D] Faiz Ahmed
[E] Todar Mai

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Faiz Ahmed were among the nine gems in Akbar's court.

Q. 479
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Taste
[B] Chew
[C] Swallow
[D] Gulp
[E] Lick

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Taste are ways of eating.

Q. 480
Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mare
[B] Bitch
[C] Doe
[D] Bee
[E] Cub

Answer: Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Cub are females of animals.

---

Q. 481  Choose the odd one out.

[A] ABpQ
[B] npRS
[C] PQRf
[D] EFGh
[E] LNrX

Answer: Option [B]

**Explanation:**
Each of the other groups contains one small letter.

---

Q. 482  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Steel : Utensils
[B] Bronze : Statue
[C] Duralumin : Aircraft
[D] Iron : Rails

Answer: Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, first is the alloy used to make the second. (Iron is not an alloy but a metal.)

---

Q. 483  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Kite
[B] Eagle
[C] Hawk
[D] Vulture

Answer: Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Eagle are scavengers.

---

Q. 484  Choose the odd one out.
[A] DAH
[B] IFM
[C] ROV
[D] QNT
[E] SPW

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other groups, first letter is 3 steps ahead of the second and third letters is 4 steps ahead of the first.

Q. 485 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Morarji Desai
[B] Jawaharlal Nehru
[C] Charan Singh
[D] Lai Bahadur
[E] S. Radhakrishnan

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except S. Radhakrishnan were the Prime Ministers of India.

Q. 486 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Beautician : Parlour
[B] Chemist : Medicine
[C] Lawyer : Court
[D] Engineer : Site

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is the place where first works.

Q. 487 Choose the odd one out.

[A] HSRI
[B] MVUN
[C] OLKP
[D] PJQX
[E] WDCX

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other groups, first and fourth letters are consecutive, while second and third letters are in reverse alphabetical order.
Q. 488  **Choose the odd one out.**

[A]  ADGJ  
[B]  FILO  
[C]  LORU  
[D]  ILMP

**Answer**  Option [D]  

**Explanation:**  
In all other groups, each letter moves 3 steps forward to obtain the next letter.

Q. 489  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A]  Honey  
[B]  Pearl  
[C]  Coral  
[D]  Wax  
[E]  Resin

**Answer**  Option [E]  

**Explanation:**  
Resin is the only product in the group which is obtained from trees.

Q. 490  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A]  Beaver  
[B]  Alpaca  
[C]  Walrus  
[D]  Koala

**Answer**  Option [C]  

**Explanation:**  
All except Walrus are fur-bearing animals.

Q. 491  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A]  Jasmine  
[B]  Croton  
[C]  Pomegranate  
[D]  Eucalyptus

**Answer**  Option [D]  

**Explanation:**  
All except Eucalyptus are shrubs, while Eucalyptus is a tree.

Q. 492  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**
Q. 493 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Flurry : Blizzard
[B] Moisten : Drench
[C] Prick : Stab
[D] Scrub : Polish

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is of higher intensity than the first.

Q. 494 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Sahara : Africa
[B] Thar : India
[C] Kalahari : America
[D] Gobi : Mongolia

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, first is the name of a desert which is situated in the country denoted by the second.

Q. 495 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Walk
[B] Pull
[C] Hear
[D] Jump
[E] Run

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Hear are physical activities.

Q. 496 Choose the odd one out.
Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other groups, the third and first letters are alternate letters, while the first two letters are consecutive letters of the alphabet.

Q. 497 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tiger
[B] Dolphin
[C] Zebra
[D] Lion
[E] Crocodile

Answer Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Crocodile are mammals, while crocodile is a reptile.

Q. 498 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cumin
[B] Groundnut
[C] Cinnamon
[D] Pepper
[E] Clove

Answer Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Groundnut are spices.

Q. 499 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Customs
[B] Service tax
[C] Income tax
[D] Sales tax

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All other taxes are levied and collected by the Centre.

Q. 500 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
Q. 501 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Spectacles 
[B] Goggles 
[C] Binoculars 
[D] Microphone 
[E] Telescope

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation: All except Microphone are related to eyes.

Q. 502 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Brick 
[B] Heart 
[C] Bridge 
[D] Spade 
[E] Club

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation: All except Brick are suits of cards.

Q. 503 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Petticoats 
[B] Trousers 
[C] Skirts 
[D] Loongis

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation: Petticoats is the only undergarment in the group.

Q. 504 Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Lotus 
[B] Hydrilla 
[C] Duckweed 
[D] Mangrove

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation: All except Mangrove are aquatic plants.
Q. 505  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Hepatitis  
[B] Tetanus  
[C] Cancer  
[D] Conjunctivitis  
[E] Measles  

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Tetanus are diseases caused by virus, while tetanus is caused by bacteria.

Q. 506  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Leader  
[B] Robber  
[C] Chief  
[D] Boss  

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Robber are names given to the Head.

Q. 507  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cygnus  
[B] Orion  
[C] Scorpio  
[D] Cassiopeia  
[E] Vega  

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Vega are constellations, while Vega is a star.
Q. 508  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Pelican : Reptile
[B] Gnu : Antelope
[C] Elk : Deer
[D] Shark : Fish

Answer  Option [A]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, first is a type of the second.

Q. 509  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Deck
[B] Quay
[C] Stern
[D] Bow
[E] Mast

Answer  Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Quay are parts of a ship.

Q. 510  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Water : Thirst
[B] Talent : Education
[C] Food : Hunger
[D] Air : Suffocation

Answer  Option [B]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, lack of first causes the second.

Q. 511  Choose the odd one out.

[A] PORM
[B] WVYT
[C] KJMH
[D] QPSN
[E] FEJC

Answer  Option [E]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, first and third letters as well as fourth and second letters are alternate.
Q. 512  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A]  Lord Dalhousie
[B]  Lord Mountbatten
[C]  Lord Linlithgow
[D]  Lord Tennyson

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Lord Tennyson were either the Governor-General or the Viceroy of India.

Q. 513  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A]  Brass
[B]  Bronze
[C]  Steel
[D]  German silver

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Steel are alloys of copper.

Q. 514  Choose the odd one out.
[A]  PXZD
[B]  QSBR
[C]  RAEG
[D]  SUVW
[E]  XYZA

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
This is the only group containing four consecutive letters in the right alphabetical order.

Q. 515  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A]  Fish
[B]  Scorpion
[C]  Crab
[D]  Octopus
[E]  Crocodile

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Scorpion live in water.
Q. 516  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Arrow
[B] Axe
[C] Knife
[D] Dagger
[E] Sword

Answer Option [A]

Explanation: All except Arrow are used while holding in hand.

Q. 517  Choose the odd one out.

[A] BDI
[B] HKA
[C] LMO
[D] XCY
[E] PQS

Answer Option [E]

Explanation: All other groups end with a vowel.

Q. 518  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Geometry
[B] Algebra
[C] Trigonometry
[D] Mathematics
[E] Arithmetic

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: All except Mathematics are branches of Mathematics.

Q. 519  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cliff
[B] Canyon
[C] Gulch
[D] Gorge
[E] Ravine

Answer Option [A]

Explanation: All except Cliff are geographical features associated with river, while cliff is associated with sea.
Q. 520  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Valley  
[B] Sea  
[C] Tower  
[D] Mountain  
[E] River

**Answer** Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Tower are natural geographical features, while tower is man-made.

---

Q. 521  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Skull  
[B] Spine  
[C] Ribs  
[D] Femur  
[E] Tendons

**Answer** Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Tendons are parts of skeletal system, while tendons form part of muscular system.

---

Q. 522  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Petal  
[B] Stamen  
[C] Sepal  
[D] Seed  
[E] Carpel

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Seed are parts of a flower.

---

Q. 523  **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Corn  
[B] Wheat  
[C] Cotton  
[D] Jowar  
[E] Millet

**Answer** Option [C]

**Explanation:**
Q. 524 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tomato
[B] Cucumber
[C] Peas
[D] Cabbage
[E] Potato

Answer Option [E]

Explanation: All except Potato can be eaten raw.

Q. 525 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Father
[B] Mother
[C] Aunt
[D] Uncle
[E] Cousin

Answer Option [E]

Explanation: All except Cousin are relations of the same generation.

Q. 526 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Pigeon
[B] Crow
[C] Parrot
[D] Kiwi

Answer Option [D]

Explanation: Kiwi is the only flightless bird in the group.

Q. 527 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Bear
[B] Hedgehog
[C] Deer
[D] Frog

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Deer undergo hibernation.

Q. 528 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Painter
[B] Canvas
[C] Brush
[D] Colour
[E] Palette

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All others are things used by a painter.

Q. 529 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sucrose
[B] Ptyalin
[C] Amylase
[D] Pepsin
[E] Lipase

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Sucrose are enzymes, while sucrose is a type of sugar.

Q. 530 Choose the odd one out.

[A] SSTO
[B] OOTU
[C] TTOU
[D] USTO

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
In all other groups, one letter occurs twice.

Q. 531 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tomato
[B] Carrot
[C] Radish
[D] Brinjal
[E] Cabbage

Answer Option [D]
Explanation:
All except Brinjal can be eaten raw.

Q. 532 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Afghanistan  
[B] Bhutan  
[C] India  
[D] Pakistan  

Answer Option [A]

Explanation:
All except Afghanistan are SAARC members.

Q. 533 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mettur  
[B] Aswan  
[C] Hirakud  
[D] Sutlej  
[E] Pong  

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Sutlej are dams, while Sutlej is a river.

Q. 534 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Phi  
[B] Gamma  
[C] Delta  
[D] Peso  
[E] Beta  

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Peso are Greek letters, while Peso is a currency.

Q. 535 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mustard  
[B] Rapeseed  
[C] Sesame  
[D] Cashewnut  
[E] Groundnut
Answer  Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Cashewnut are used for extracting oil.

Q. 536  Choose the odd one out.
[A] AEIO  
[B] BFJN  
[C] CGKO  
[D] DHLP

Answer  Option [A]

Explanation:
In all other groups, there is a gap of three letters between every two consecutive letters.

Q. 537  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.
[A] Tree : Stem  
[B] Face : Eye  
[C] Chair : Sofa  
[D] Plant: Flower

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
In all other pairs, second is a part of the first.

Q. 538  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Trigger  
[B] Muzzle  
[C] Pallete  
[D] Barrel  
[E] Bullet

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Pallete are parts of a gun.

Q. 539  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Den  
[B] Roof  
[C] Burrow  
[D] Nest

Answer  Option [B]
Explanation:
All except Roof are dwelling places of different animals.

Q. 540  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Daman  
[B] Pondicherry  
[C] Chandigarh  
[D] Lucknow  
[E] Lakshadweep  

Answer: Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Lucknow are Union Territories.

Q. 541  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sun  
[B] Moon  
[C] Star  
[D] Planets  
[E] Universe  

Answer: Option [E]  
Explanation:  
All except Universe form a part of the universe.

Q. 542  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Infrared Rays  
[B] Radio waves  
[C] X-rays  
[D] Ultraviolet Rays  

Answer: Option [B]  
Explanation:  
All except Radio waves are short wavelength radiations.

Q. 543  Choose the odd one out.

[A] DJFB  
[B] IOKG  
[C] OUQM  
[D] RXTO  

Answer: Option [D]
Q. 544  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Doe  
[B] Bitch  
[C] Sorceress  
[D] Drone  
[E] Mare

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation: All except Drone are females.

Q. 545  Choose the odd one out.

[A] DW  
[B] HS  
[C] MN  
[D] GT  
[E] KO

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation: In all other groups, the first letter occupies the same position from A onward as the second letter occupies from Z backward e.g. D is the fourth letter from the beginning and W is the fourth letter from the end of the alphabet.

Q. 546  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Pyrheliometer : Radiation  
[B] Calorimeter : Heat  
[C] Planimeter : Area  
[D] Barometer : Humidity  

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation: In all other pairs, first is an instrument used to measure the second.

Q. 547  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Pound  
[B] Yen  
[C] Ounce  
[D] Franc  
[E] Dollar
**Q. 548** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mother  
[B] Grandfather  
[C] Father  
[D] Wife

Answer: Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Wife are elderly people.

---

**Q. 549** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Coal  
[B] Petroleum  
[C] Natural gas  
[D] Biogas

Answer: Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Biogas are fossil fuels.

---

**Q. 550** Choose the odd one out.

[A] BDW  
[B] DFU  
[C] FHS  
[D] GIQ  
[E] IKP

Answer: Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the first two letters are alternate letters of the alphabet, while second and third letters occupy the same positions from the beginning and the end of the alphabet respectively.

---

**Q. 551** Choose the odd one out.

[A] UTSR  
[B] IHGE  
[C] NMLK  
[D] ZYXW  
[E] SRQP

Answer: Option [E]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the first two letters are alternate letters of the alphabet, while second and third letters occupy the same positions from the beginning and the end of the alphabet respectively.
Q. 552  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Nerves  
[B] Auricle  
[C] Artery  
[D] Valve  
[E] Aorta

Answer  Option [A]  
Explanation:  
All except Nerves are parts of the heart.

Q. 553  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mosses  
[B] Lichens  
[C] Ferns  
[D] Cacti  

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Cacti grow in polar regions.

Q. 554  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Ranthambor  
[B] Sunderban  
[C] Kaziranga  
[D] Ghana  
[E] Gangtok

Answer  Option [E]  
Explanation:  
All except Gangtok are animal sanctuaries, while Gangtok is the capital city of Sikkim.

Q. 555  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Goat  
[B] Dog  
[C] Sheep  
[D] Cow  
[E] Camel
Answer: Option [B]

Explanation: All except Dog come under the category of cattle.

Q. 556 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Feldspar
[B] Bauxite
[C] Azurite
[D] Cryolite

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: All except Azurite are ores of aluminum.

Q. 557 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Whale
[B] Dolphin
[C] Shark
[D] Cod
[E] Starfish

Answer: Option [A]

Explanation: All except Whale belong to the family of fishes, while whale is a mammal.

Q. 558 Choose the odd one out.

[A] YDWB
[B] TKRI
[C] QNOM
[D] HLFJ
[E] WFUD

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation: In all other groups, first and second letters are moved two steps backward to obtain third and fourth letters respectively.

Q. 559 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Ink
[B] Paper
[C] Pen
[D] Pencil

Answer: Option [D]
Q. 560 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Thermometer  
[B] Hygrometer  
[C] Anemometer  
[D] Seismograph  
[E] Sphygmomanometer

**Answer** Option [E]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Sphygmomanometer are geographical instruments, while sphygmomanometer is a clinical instrument to measure blood pressure.

Q. 561 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Dog  
[B] Lion  
[C] Jackal  
[D] Tiger  
[E] Cheetah

**Answer** Option [A]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Dog are wild animals.

Q. 562 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**

[A] Almond  
[B] Turmeric  
[C] Pepper  
[D] Cuminseed  
[E] Chillies

**Answer** Option [A]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Almond are spices, while almond is a dry fruit.

Q. 563 **Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.**

[A] Avesta : Parsi  
[B] Torah : Jew
[C] Tripitaka : Buddhist

[D] Temple : Hindu

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, first is a religious book of the second.

---

**Q. 564** Choose the odd one out.

[A] AJKL

[B] IXYZ

[C] EPQR

[D] OFGH

[E] VCBA

**Answer** Option [E]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, the first letter is a vowel followed by three consecutive letters.

---

**Q. 565** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Metropolis

[B] Home

[C] Town

[D] Village

**Answer** Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Home represent a collection of dwelling units with the required infrastructure.

---

**Q. 566** Choose the odd one out.

[A] RTW

[B] QOM

[C] IKG

[D] IKM

[E] BDF

**Answer** Option [A]

**Explanation:**
All other groups contain alternate letters of the alphabet.

---

**Q. 567** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Resume

[B] Admit
[C] Confess

[D] Depend

Answer Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Depend are synonyms.

---

**Q. 568** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Blaze

[B] Glint

[C] Simmer

[D] Shimmer

[E] Glimmer

Answer Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Simmer are connected with light, while simmer is a way of cooking.

---

**Q. 569** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Bangalore

[B] Nagpur

[C] Bhopal

[D] Ranchi

Answer Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Nagpur are capital cities.

---

**Q. 570** Choose the odd one out.

[A] RUX

[B] GJM

[C] YBE

[D] ZCF

[E] NPS

Answer Option [E]

**Explanation:**
In all other groups, first and second letters are moved three steps forward to obtain second and third letters respectively.

---

**Q. 571** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Again

[B] Before
Q. 572 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Salty
[B] Delicious
[C] Sour
[D] Bitter

Answer Option [B]

Explanation: All except Delicious represent tastes recognised by the human tongue.

Q. 573 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Arhar
[B] Urad
[C] Moong
[D] Gram
[E] Jowar

Answer Option [E]

Explanation: All except Jowar are pulses, while jowar is a millet.

Q. 574 Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Principal : School
[B] Soldier : Barrack
[C] Artist: Troupe
[D] Singer : Chorus

Answer Option [A]

Explanation: In all other pairs, second is a collective group of the first.

Q. 575 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Kiwi
[B] Ostrich
**Q. 576** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Collection  
[B] Compilation  
[C] Cluster  
[D] Assemblage  
[E] Assortment

**Answer** Option [C]

**Explanation:**
All except Cluster denote collections of selected items.

---

**Q. 577** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mamba  
[B] Krait  
[C] Viper  
[D] Python  
[E] Cobra

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Python are venomous snakes.

---

**Q. 578** Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Epicentre  
[B] Seismology  
[C] Focus  
[D] Crater  
[E] Richter Scale

**Answer** Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Crater are terms associated with earthquakes.

---

**Q. 579** Choose the odd one out.

[A] XZCG
Q. 580  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A]  Shirt : Dress
[B]  Boy : Girl
[C]  Mango: Fruit
[D]  Table: Furniture

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: In all other pairs, second denotes the class to which the first belongs.

Q. 581  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A]  Baghdad
[B]  Beijing
[C]  Delhi
[D]  Pakistan
[E]  Rangoon

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation: All except Pakistan are cities, while Pakistan is a country.

Q. 582  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A]  Hindi
[B]  Sindhi
[C]  Oriya
[D]  Urdu
[E]  Gujarati

Answer  Option [D]

Explanation: All except Urdu are Indo-Aryan languages.

Q. 583  Choose the odd one out.

[A]  AEFJ
Q. 584  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Keats
[B] Wordsworth
[C] Tolstoy
[D] Ghalib
[E] Tagore

Answer  Option [C]

Explanation: All except Tolstoy are poets, while Tolstoy is a story-writer.

Q. 585  Choose the odd one out.

[A] OTP
[B] ABA
[C] SZX
[D] UVB
[E] YQR

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: There is no repetition of any letter in any other group.

Q. 586  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Gorges
[B] Bars
[C] Canyons
[D] Meanders
[E] Rapids

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation: All except Bars are structures formed by rivers, while bars are formed by sea.

Q. 587  Choose the word which is different from the rest.
Q. 588  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cry  
[B] Sob  
[C] Weep  
[D] Laugh

Answer Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All others indicate a sad state of mind.

Q. 589  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cheras  
[B] Chandelas  
[C] Pallavas  
[D] Cholas

Answer Option [B]  
Explanation:  
All except Chandelas were associated with ancient kingdoms in southern India, while Chandelas formed a kingdom in north India.

Q. 590  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Magnalium  
[B] Germanium  
[C] Duralumin  
[D] Bronze  
[E] Brass

Answer Option [B]  
Explanation:  
All except Germanium are alloys, while germanium is a metal.

Q. 591  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tonne
Q. 592 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Tall
[B] Huge
[C] Thin
[D] Sharp
[E] Small

Answer: Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Sharp are related to dimension.

Q. 593 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Wood
[B] Cork
[C] Stone
[D] Paper

Answer: Option [C]

Explanation:
All except Stone are obtained directly or indirectly from trees.

Q. 594 Choose the odd one out.

[A] CHM
[B] HMR
[C] RWB
[D] DIN
[E] LPU

Answer: Option [E]

Explanation:
In all other groups, four intervening letters are skipped.

Q. 595 Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Bajra
Choose the word which is different from the rest.

Q. 596

[A] Aravalli hills
[B] Shivalik hills
[C] Mole hills
[D] Satpura hills
[E] Nilgiri hills

Answer Option [C]

Explanation:
All others are hills located in India.

Q. 597

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Circle
[B] Ellipse
[C] Sphere
[D] Cube

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Cube are circular figures.

Q. 598

Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Elephant
[B] Man
[C] Seal
[D] Hawk
[E] Whale

Answer Option [D]

Explanation:
All except Hawk are mammals.

Q. 599

Choose the word which is different from the rest.
[A] Mahavir  
[B] Buddha  
[C] Marx  
[D] Jesus  
[E] Gandhi

Answer: Option [C]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Marx propagated non-violence.

---

Q. 600 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**  
[A] Kathakali  
[B] Disco  
[C] Garba  
[D] Bhangra  
[E] Kathak

Answer: Option [B]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Disco are folk dances.

---

Q. 601 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**  
[A] Paper  
[B] Wool  
[C] Wood  
[D] Plastic  
[E] Leather

Answer: Option [D]  
**Explanation:**  
All except Plastic are biodegradable materials.

---

Q. 602 **Choose the word which is different from the rest.**  
[A] Zinc  
[B] Iron  
[C] Aluminium  
[D] Copper  
[E] Mercury

Answer: Option [E]  
**Explanation:**  
Mercury is the only liquid metal in the group.
Q. 603  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Sleet
[B] Fog
[C] Hailstone
[D] Vapour
[E] Mist

Answer  Option [D]

**Explanation:**
All except Vapour are different forms of precipitation.

Q. 604  Choose the pair in which the words are differently related from the rest.

[A] Army : General
[B] Team : Captain
[C] Crache : Infant
[D] Meeting : Chairman

Answer  Option [C]

**Explanation:**
In all other pairs, second is the head of the first.

Q. 605  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Mars
[B] Sun
[C] Saturn
[D] Mercury
[E] Pluto

Answer  Option [B]

**Explanation:**
All except Sun are planets, while Sun is a star.

Q. 606  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Fish
[B] Crab
[C] Turtle
[D] Shrimp
[E] Lizard

Answer  Option [E]

**Explanation:**
All except Lizard are aquatic animals.
Q. 607  Choose the odd one out.

[A]  VT
[B]  MQ
[C]  PR
[D]  DF
[E]  FG

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
Putting A = 1, B = 2, .... and so on, we have:

VT = V + T = 22 + 20 = 42 (even);
MQ = M + Q = 13 + 17 = 30 (even);
PR = P + R = 16 + 18 = 34 (even);
DF = D + F = 4 + 6 = 10 (even);
FG = F + G = 6 + 7 = 13 (odd).

Q. 608  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A]  Fern
[B]  Moss
[C]  Algae
[D]  Fungi
[E]  Grass

Answer  Option [E]

Explanation:
All except Grass are non-flowering plants.

Q. 609  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A]  Arc
[B]  Diagonal
[C]  Tangent
[D]  Radius
[E]  Diameter

Answer  Option [B]

Explanation:
All except Diagonal are terms associated with circle.

Q. 610  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A]  Olympus
[B]  Apollo
[C]  Nataraj
[D]  Diana
Q. 611  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Cataract  
[B] Hypermetropia  
[C] Trachoma  
[D] Eczema  
[E] Glaucoma

Answer  Option [D]  
Explanation:  
All except Eczema are eye infections, while eczema is a skin infection.

Q. 612  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Astonished  
[B] Pleased  
[C] Astounded  
[D] Flabbergasted

Answer  Option [B]  
Explanation:  
All others are synonyms.

Q. 613  Choose the word which is different from the rest.

[A] Courteous  
[B] Humble  
[C] Civil  
[D] Polite  
[E] Honest

Answer  Option [C]  
Explanation:  
All except Civil are related to human nature.